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Executive Summary
Proposal at a Glance

Increasing Sustainability of Investments

We propose a holistic and sustainable solution to

We recognise an immediate need to address climate

Bouwen

of

change and broader ESG risks. We have built a resilient

establishing a CDC pension scheme that will perform

&

Pensioen's

imminent

challenge

portfolio that will ensure adequate asset protection. As a

well in the current economic conditions, while balancing

result, 3.6bn of our portfolio will consist of Green Assets.

both environmental and social responsibilities.
Risk Sharing Structure
Portfolio Construction

Our solution optimises risk-sharing between current and

We propose an integrated asset allocation strategy,

future

using both the Modern portfolio theory and our ESG

intergenerational approach which is in line with Bouwen's

Framework,

mandate.

to

maintain

an

optimal

return

and

generations

of

Consequently

retirees
76.86%

by
of

adopting
the

time,

an
the

sustainably grow funds.

replacement rate will remain above the 70% target.

Our proposal recognises that an immediate change in

Contribution Scheme

asset allocation must occur, given the merged funds

As the Dutch pay one of the highest contribution rates for

current

the

pension funds globally, it is paramount that our solution

allocations

unprecedented

are

low-yield

not

well-suited

environment.

To

to

achieve

aims to try reduce this rate while still achieving the target

higher returns and stability, Bouwen should expand its

of 70% final year salary. Through a sensitivity analysis of

investments into more alternative asset classes, as well

the target replacement rate against the contribution rate,

as reducing exposure to government bonds.

we have selected a 20% contribution rate.

This should achieve a 6.35% return, which is

1.5%

Final Considerations

higher than the average 4.8% required return to ensure

We propose an in-depth strategy to address Bouwen's

expected payouts.

need to adapt to the current economic environment, offer

Figure 1: Asset Allocation

equitable
Cash Private Equity
2.4%
8%

DM Equities
20%

contributions.

Real Estate
5%

Expected

current

employee

low-yields,

we

environmentally

responsible,

we

recommend

a

re-

allocation of assets according to our comprehensive ESG
Strategy. To specifically address the risk of climate change,
we recommend immediately decreasing your allocation in
Dutch Real Estate. The increased risk-adjusted returns, the

Return

reduced risk-sharing on younger generations, the desired
High Yield Bonds
15%

Corporate Bonds
20.9%

to

optimise

focus on high-income fixed investments. To be more

6.35%

Government Bonds
7.4%

Adapting

and

recommend reorganising Bouwen's asset allocation to

HF
3.4%
Infrastructure
10%

EM Equities
5%

risk-sharing

lower contribution rate and the more ESG-concerned
strategy will benefit all key stakeholders and enable
Bouwen

EM Bonds
3%

to

grow

members'

retirement

investments,

growing their tomorrow.

Source: Asset Allocation Model (attached).

Asset Allocation

Contribution Rate

6.35%

20%

returns

Risk-Sharing

70%

contribution

replacement

rate
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Sustainability

3.6bn
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Background
The World-Class Dutch Pension System
The Netherlands pension system has consistently been
best-in-class on "Global Pension Index", a benchmark
that measures the quality of pension systems.
However recently, an ageing population, financial deficits
and low yields have strained the Dutch pension system,
causing a fundamental shift in how we must re-think

1st

Mercer Annual Global Pension Index
2020

Dutch pensions.
Bouwen & Pensioen
Bouwen & Pensioen is a newly formed CDC pension plan
for workers across the construction, infrastructure,
carpentry, fishing, brick and natural stone industries.
Bouwen's CEO, Max Aaraden, has a vision for:
Sustainable fund growth;
Fair and equitable risk sharing across generations;
Ability to confidently meet benefit payment.

We believe the CEO is not only
concerned with financial viability, but
also broader social and political
considerations.

Key Issues
Asset Allocation

Risk Sharing

Currently, unprecedented market conditions of ultra-low

The

yields and high asset prices threaten the fund’s ability to

macroeconomic

maintain benefit payments to current and future

disadvantages younger workers, caused by countries’

retirees. Our solution selects assets that will reach the

unwillingness to bear the transition double-burden from

target goal of 70% of final annual income in these

a DB to DC scheme. Consequently, younger workers are

current market conditions. Our aim to provide the

increasingly demanding a more equitable sharing of

highest returns in current market conditions is also

risks and benefits. Considering the flexibility afforded by

caveated

risks.

a CDC structure, we are able to address this social issue

contingency,

while ensuring returns and payouts are adequate across

by

Specifically,
longevity,

a

concurrent

we

considered

investment,

aim

to

mitigate

coverage,

replacement,

inflation

and

Netherlands’

ageing
risk

that

population

brings

disproportionately

all Bouwen members.

intergenerational risks. Beyond mitigating traditional
investment risks, we also recognised an immediate need

Contribution Scheme

to address climate change and broader ESG risks that

Dutch pension funds have historically required above

can have a significant impact for the financial stability of

average contributions from employees, around 25-30%

the fund. The Netherlands is particularly vulnerable as

of their salaries, which comparably much higher than

close to 55% is considered flood-prone. It is also ranked

20%

the 8-10% contribution rates adopted in

other

16th on exposure to natural hazards. Therefore, we

countries such as the United Kingdom and Australia.

recognise the need to build a resilient portfolio that will

This rate is re-assessed (and reduced) in the context of

ensure adequate asset protection, which is reflected in

our new CDC plan.

our asset allocation strategy.
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Strategic Goals
The decision-making for Bouwen's asset mix, risk sharing

ESG Framework for Asset Allocation

and contribution rate are aligned with three main goals.

Climate change is a systemic issue which affects all
asset classes and sectors, in turn impacting portfolio

Overcome Immediate Investment Challenges.

returns,

valuations

We aim to build a resilient portfolio that performs well in

institutions have begun to incorporate sustainable

the current low-yield environment and ensures equitable

investment strategies, aimed at improving long-term

risk sharing between generations. We will achieve this

performance

through a risk averse asset allocation, the creation of a

investment decisions. A key tenet underpinning such

robust reserve by boosting it in earlier years and

ESG investing is the belief that sustainable business

maintaining a 70% replacement rate.

value creation is a precondition for high future returns.

through

and

allocations.

considering

Increasingly,

ESG

factors

in

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Invest with a Purpose.

forecast new public and private investment in energy

Bouwen will implement an ESG framework which focuses

will grow to around US$2.4 trillion annually by 2035,

on renewable asset classes, decrease our investment in

representing 2.5% of global GDP and presenting a large

high climate-risk assets and apply a robust framework for

opportunity. As such, Bouwen must establish a strategic

ESG

asset allocation framework that adheres to ESG factors.

considerations,

explored

further

in

the

ESG

Framework.

(Appendix B, Figure 3)

Grow an Equitable, Secure Tomorrow.

Risk Management Framework

Our

last

mission

revolves

around

promoting

To assess the adequacy and sustainability of the

intergenerational and intragenerational equity with a

proposed pension plan, we have created a risk

robust risk sharing strategy. We will also aim to minimise

management framework (Figure 2) that measures the

the risk profile for pensioners in order to secure a healthy

plan’s capability in minimising the key retirement risks

and comfortable lifestyle in retirement through a robust

faced by retirees and pension funds. The proposed

pension payout model that secures a modest minimum

pension plan will aim to tackle prevalent retirement

benefit.

risks by satisfying the retirement income adequacy
targets outlined for each risk.

Figure 2: Risk Management Framework

Pension Risk Management Framework

Indicator

Coverage risk arises if pension systems produce inequitable or inadequate retirement savings.

Net projected retirement income

Contingency risk occurs when retirees do not have access to liquid funds to alleviate emergency expenditures

Contingency Policies

such as urgent, unforeseen medical costs.
Longevity risk arises when retirees outlive their retirement savings. This risk is perpetuated through the inefficient

Solvency Ratio

allocation of retirement savings as well as the aging population and decreasing mortality rates.
Investment risk arises from potential falls in the value of one’s superannuation fund contributions. This risk arises

Investment returns

most prevalently in financial market crisis’ and underperforming superannuation funds with sub-optimal investment
strategies. At high levels of investment risk, the pension fund will also be at risk of default and insolvency.
Replacement risk arises when one’s retirement inflow does not adequately replace pre-retirement income,

Gross average replacement rate > 70%

consequently, individuals cannot maintain their standard of living pre-retirement.
Inflation risk occurs when the purchasing power of retirement benefits deplete.

Indexation prevalence

Intergenerational risk occurs when there are inequitable contributions, investment returns, retirement income or

Ratio of pre-retirement and retirement

pension policies in between generations.

income

Intragenerational risk occurs when there are inequitable contributions, investment returns, retirement income or

Income distribution comparison

pension policies within a generation due to gender, low socio-economic background or individuals with extreme
health conditions.
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Asset Allocation

Investing with a Purpose
Bouwen recognises the increasing importance and benefit
of seamlessly integrating ESG considerations in its portfolio

Forming the Theoretical Portfolio
Asset Class Selection. Asset classes were selected for
research based on the current makeup of the six
merged funds. As historic returns are not an accurate
reflection of future returns, especially considering the
current market conditions, several sources were used to
develop a future outlook. These sources have been
weighted according to credibility in an effort to provide
a holistic outlook of the market and not overweigh our
asset allocation toward any predicted trend (such as
inflation).

construction. Indeed, such analysis and management of
ESG factors in Bouwen’s sustainable investment process
will help find new opportunities, increase expected returns
and manage long-term investment risks. Following the
detailed 4P’s framework below, it provides a holistic
overview of ESG integration into the fund, with the
investment Process further discussed in Appendix B.
Philosophy. Detailing Bouwen’s investment philosophy, ESG
factors have the potential to significantly impact investment
risks and returns. Indeed, we believe that sustainable

Portfolio Optimisation.

To

initially

focus

on

asset

allocation, an optimal risky portfolio was developed
using the above method of asset allocation returns and
variance. Our team has decided that historic correlation
between asset classes is a suitable indicator of future
correlation.

As

we

have

already

selected

the

contribution rate for members, we have calculated the
needed return of the fund through the lens of the 70%
replacement rate.

business value creation is a precondition for high future
risk-adjusted returns for Bouwen’s members.
People. To help set priorities for the firm’s sustainability
platform, Bouwen will have a dedicated ESG leadership
team in place that will be responsible for leading firmwide
ESG

integration,

enhancing

sustainable

investing

capabilities and supporting development of ESG labelled
portfolios. The leadership team will set objectives and
evaluate its Process bi-annually.
Participation. Bouwen will prioritise becoming a signatory of

Figure 3.1: Asset Allocation based on Markowitz Theory
Cash Private Equity
2.4%
8%
Equities
20%

the United Nations Principles of Responsible Investment
(UNPRI), which aligns with Bouwen’s approach to managing
ESG factors within its investment portfolio. Other initiatives

HF
3.4%
Infrastructure
10%

Real Estate
5%

Emerging Market Equities
5%

to be considered include the Montreal Carbon Pledge,
Climate Action 100+, Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance.
Process. Bouwen will follow a robust framework for
integrating ESG factors into its sustainable investment

Government Bonds
7.4%

High Yield Bonds
15%

Corporate Bonds
20.9%

Emerging Market Bonds
3%

evaluating specific companies in its investment selection.
Further,

climate

change

risks

and

opportunities

are

integrated so as to take a holistic overview in Bouwen’s
asset allocation.

Figure 3.2: Final Asset Allocation

Government Bonds
7.4%

process, in addition to establishing a set ESG criteria in

Finalising the Asset Allocation

Equities
Private Equity
3.1%
10.7%

Following the development of the portfolio with ESG

HF
3.4%

considerations factored in, it is key to ensure that the newly
designated asset allocation is suitable. As a team we have

Corporate Bonds
20.9%

utilised
Infrastructure
23.1%

two

benchmark

portfolios

through

which

to

determine the suitability of our own asset allocation. The
first portfolio is the current merged portfolio, while the
second is a currently existing Dutch industry pension fund.

Emerging Market Bonds
3%
Real Estate
2.8%
High Yield Bonds
25.6%

By ensuring our portfolio adequately performs in both
financial terms and ESG terms we can be confident that our
selection provides the strongest outcome to pensioners,
the board and the Dutch government as a whole.

BOUWEN & PENSIOEN
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Contribution Rate

returns and will place a lower burden on both employers
and employees.

Methodology
To determine the ideal contribution rate, a sensitivity
analysis

was

performed

on

the

average

Figure 4: Contribution Rate Sensitivity Analysis

yearly

replacement rate based on contribution rates ranging
from 10-30%, ceteris paribus.
Contribution Rate
A contribution rate of 20%, split equally between the
member and their employer, is optimal, considering the
contribution rate landscape in the Netherlands and the
results of a sensitivity analysis.
Contribution Rates in the Netherlands. In determining the
optimal contribution rate for employers and employees,
three key considerations were taken into account.
Firstly, current contribution rates within the Netherlands
sit at 30% which is among the highest in OECD.
Secondly, contribution rates should be minimised to
provide pension members with 70% of an employee's
final salary when considering the current portfolio
composition. This will provide members and employers
contributing to the fund more disposable income
throughout their working lives. Finally, achieving an
effective split between employer contributions and
employee contributions will be necessary to ensure all
stakeholders are agreeable about the pension plan.
Sensitivity Analysis Results. The results of the sensitivity
analysis of contribution rates against the average
replacement rate, indicate that a 20% contribution rate
(combined between employers and employees) is the
lowest that still reaches the goal of 70% replacement
rate (Figure 4). Additionally, any increases above that
20% marginally increases replacement rate due to the
selected risk sharing formula. The selected contribution
rate will be lower than current country average, which is
the lowest possible per cent that provides target

Figure 5: Pension Fund Simulation Inputs & Assumptions

Risk Sharing
Methodology
Through a simulation of the pension fund members and
investment returns for the next 80 years, we evaluated the
performance of the fund through replacement rates. To
analyse the impact of intergenerational risk sharing, we
generated a scenario with intergenerational risk sharing
and one without.
Simulation

of

Fund

Members.

Firstly,

we

created

a

simulation of the pension fund members, which reflects
the members demographics of Bouwen including age
distribution, income distribution, years serviced and
gender

mix

(Figure

5).

Using

data

collected

on

construction industry growth rates and the Netherlands
life table (World Health Organisation, 2021), our model
uses

algorithms

that

simulated

an

evolving

fund.

Simulations included members entering the fund and
retirees dying, beginning in 2022 with 300,000 members
at Bouwen’s inception. Next, we forecasted salaries, years
serviced and thus the actuarial liability for each member
for the next 80 years. Ultimately, the aggregated pension
liability for all years are summarised.

BOUWEN & PENSIOEN
Simulation

of

Investment

investment

returns

for
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Returns.
the

The

next

80

expected
years

which realise strong investment returns. The payout

are

amount is modelled off a life annuity formula that takes

approximated by a Monte Carlo average of 100

into account total contributions, inflation, risk-free rate

simulations with a confidence interval of 90% based on

and age of retirement (Figure 7).

our proposed asset allocation portfolio.
Figure 6: Redistribution Policy (in descending order of final salary)

Calculation of Replacement Rate. The Bouwen’s assets
and liabilities forecasted until 2101, determines the net
assets and pension amount available for payout to
retirees both with and without intergenerational risk
sharing.

Running

the

investment

returns

for

10

simulations for both with and without risk sharing,
produces a trajectory of the replacement rate for both
scenarios.

Figure 7: Redistribution Policy (in descending order of final salary)

Risk Sharing & Fund Specifications
Reserve Functionality. To facilitate intergenerational risk
sharing, Bouwen’s security mechanism is defined by a
capital buffer reserve that operates to collect surplus in
years where real returns exceed its minimum pension
liabilities. Specifically, 50% of the excess returns will flow

Impact. Comparing the replacement rates throughout the

into the reserve and the rest will be distributed amongst

forecasted

the receiving pensioners in that year. In surplus years,

intergenerational

Bouwen will perform a weighted redistribution which is

effectiveness of the reserve acting as a buffer for years

skewed towards pensioners with a lower final salary to

with severe economic downturn. With intergenerational

facilitate intra-generational equity (Figure 6). In years

risk sharing, the target replacement rate of 70% is

where the fund’s reserve has reached 15% of its total

achieved in 83.76% of the years forecasted (Figure 8). This

assets, the reserve surplus is equally distributed to the

is highly favourable compared to the scenario without risk

retirees with final salaries in the lowest quintile.

sharing that only achieves the target rate 50% of the years

years

for
risk

portfolios
sharing

with

clearly

and

without

illustrates

the

forecasted (Figure 8). Overall, a combination of a risk
Discretionary Benefit. The collective retirement income

sharing reserve, redistribution policies and discretionary

arrangement follows a discretionary benefit model

benefit

which dictates a minimum benefit, however as dictated

intragenerational equity and adequately tackles coverage,

above, the total pension payout may increase in years

replacement, inflation and longevity risk.

Figure 8: Impact of Intergenerational Risk Sharing on Replacement Rates

model

facilitates

intergenerational

and

BOUWEN & PENSIOEN
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Impact on Key Stakeholders
Employees & Employers

The Board

Both employees and employers will benefit directly

Following the creation of the United Nations’ 17

from the pension plan outlined. The largest benefit is

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 2015 and the

the reduced contribution rate from 30% to 20% which

signing of Paris Agreement of 193 countries a year later,

will provide by expendable income for both employees

societal

demand

for

and

shaped

climate

change

employers.

Additionally,

the

inclusion

of

a

sustainability
and

practices

ethical

have

standards

intergenerational risk sharing component provides a

frameworks. (Appendix B, Figure 1). Reflecting investor’s

larger guarantee that individual's will be receiving 70%

evolving

of final year income. Indeed, the average retirement

Bouwen should aims to achieve optimal returns for

benefit

members

for

consistently

each
exceeds

member’s
the

retirement

target

period

replacement

rate

sentiment
whilst

towards

sustainable

contributing

to

the

investing,
sustainable

development of society. At the core of their mission

(Figure 9). Hence, the proposed risk sharing formula

should

be

to

and discretionary benefit arrangement is particularly

corporate governance (ESG) considerations to align with

effective in alleviating coverage, replacement, inflation

the objectives of sustainability driven investors. Hence,

and longevity risk for Bouwen’s fund members. This will

the development of an innovative and multi-layered

also benefit the employers indirectly as a safer pension

ESG framework seeks to accelerate Bouwen’s alignment

plan can be used as an incentive for younger members

with sustainable investment targets whilst supporting a

to join the industry. Overall, the CDC fund arrangement

number of international conventions including the Paris

facilitates intergenerational equity through the risk

Agreement and UN SDGs. As a result, it provides an

sharing reserve and intragenerational equity through

evaluation of the fund’s abilities to address ESG related

our surplus redistribution policies.

risks

and

include

environmental,

opportunities.

In

social

acknowledging

and

the

inconsistencies between the six main frameworks
Figure 9: Total Pension Benefit by Outcome

including Thomson Reuters, MSCI and Bloomberg,
(Appendix B, Figure 2) our proposed framework seeks
to outline a comprehensive model to be adopted by the
Board in all stages of the decision making process.
(Appendix B, Figure 3).
Government
Despite a reduction in government bonds being
allocated within the portfolio, Bouwen's CDC plans still
benefit the government. A more robust pension system
will lower the burden on the Dutch welfare system,
giving the government the opportunity to redirect funds
to other areas. Further, as a result of our lower
contribution rate, increased disposable income for
Dutch construction workers will provide a cash injection
into the economy, fuelling economic growth.

OUR

IMPACT

GREATER DISPOSABLE INCOME FOR EMPLOYEES
FUELLING ECONOMIC GROWTH
INCREASING ESG STANDARDS

BOUWEN & PENSIOEN
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Conclusion

TOGETHER, WE
WILL GROW.
SUSTAINABLY.

We have proposed an in-depth strategy to address
Bouwen's need to adapt to the current economic
environment, offer equitable risk-sharing and
optimise employee contributions. Adapting to the
current low-yield environment, we recommend
reorganising Bouwen's asset allocation to focus
less on government and corporate bonds, and opt
in favour of high-yield fixed income investments.
To be more environmentally responsible, we
recommend a re-allocation of assets according to
our comprehensive ESG Strategy, especially in the
selection of equities. To address the risk of climate
change, we recommend immediately decreasing
your allocation in Dutch Real Estate.
As a result, Bouwen can expect a 6.35% return on
portfolio, 20% contribution rate, 70% replacement
rate and 3.6bn invested in green assets.
We strongly believe that the increased riskadjusted returns, the reduced burden of risksharing on younger generations, the desired lower
contribution rate and the more ESG-concerned

Growing your

TOMORROW

strategy will benefit stakeholders and enable
Bouwen to grow members' retirement
investments, growing their tomorrow.

BOUWEN & PENSIOEN
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Appendix A: Asset Allocation
Government Bonds

Emerging Markets (EM) Equities

In reflection of the low yield environment, government

We have increased the allocation of EM Equities to 5%

bonds maintained their allocation as determined by

from 0.19%. The lower allocation of EM Equities versus

Markowitz at 7.43%. Whilst we acknowledge that this is

DM Equities aligns with the increased risk in Emerging

both below historical industry averages and under the

Markets from economic and political instability.

current asset allocation of the 6 pension funds, it was
thought that higher allocation to other assets would

High Yield Bonds

provide better returns at an acceptable risk level.

Historically, High Yield Bonds have provided strong
returns for a relatively acceptable level of risk. However,

Corporate Bonds

the nature of High Yield Bonds being BB rated or lower

We have agreed the allocation in corporate bonds in our

has increased risk beyond what the general variance

portfolio from the Markowitz optimised portfolio. Our

formula calculated. Within High Yield Bonds as an asset

team is comfortable over this allocation as the low yield

class, there is high correlation which has

of government bonds should push Bouwen to pursue

decision to lower the portion for High Yield Bonds from

slightly riskier assets with respectable returns. This is

25% to 15%.

driven our

reflected in the dual increased allocation to corporate
bonds and reduction in government bonds in asset

Real Estate

allocation.

Despite Markowitz allocating 2.76% to Real Estate, our
team decided to increase this to be 5%. The largest driver

Emerging Markets Bonds

in this decision is in relation to the current asset

Despite Markowitz allocating 2.76% to Real Estate, our

allocation of the six pension funds that are merging,

Emerging

being

which as it stands would allocate 7% to real estate.

recognised for their performance. However, given the

Therefore, in line with Markowitz we have reduced the

risks abound from the uncertainty of key market players,

allocation, whilst remaining close to the current merged

we determined it best to maintain the percentage

pension fund figure.

Markets

Bonds

are

increasingly

allocation by Markowitz at 2.95%.
Infrastructure
Hedge Funds

The strong shift towards green infrastructure investment

Hedge funds have been included as a new asset class

in the Netherlands, indicates a positive growth outlook

after considering the low yield environment. Despite

for the performance of the asset class, as well as the

Hedge Funds being riskier than other asset classes, we

environmental impact of infrastructure investments in

decided to utilise Markowitz to allocate 3.40% of our fund

line with our ESG framework. However, given the impact

into Hedge Funds with the small allocation amount

of delayed construction, and in line with industry

reflecting the inherent risk.

averages, we reduced the allocation weighting from 23%
to 10%.

Developed Markets (DM) Equities
Due to increased volatility in the past 12-months from

Private Equity

COVID-19, our team has determined that Markowitz

Due to strong performance of PE in the global market,

under-allocated DM Equities due to overestimating the

Markowitz has allocated a significant portion of the fund

future level of risk. In the short term, we expect the

toward investment in this asset class. However, due to

market to continue to grow due to increased savings

the illiquid nature of private equity investment, we have

from

reduced the investment allocation from 10.66% toward

retail

investors

and

reinvested

gains

from

institutional investors. In the longer term, we forecast
market volatility to remain at similar levels prior to the
pandemic. Thus, we have adjusted allocation in DM
equities from 3.11% to 20%.

8%.
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Appendix B
ESG Framework

Figure 1: Drivers of ESG Investing

Worldwide, surveys conducted by the OECD
demonstrate that investors’ desire to improve
their funds alignment with social and moral
considerations are catalysing growth in ESG
investing.

(Figure

1)

The

Netherlands,

in

Desire for Alpha
6%

Other
3%

Desire to Mitigate Risk
14%

particular its pension fund industry, remains a
world leader with its second positioning in
sustainability against 39 countries covered in
the Mercer CFA Institute Global Pension Index
(MCGPI). Indeed, green investments are at the
forefront of investment focus, following the
announcement

of

investing

350

transition

DKK

between

the

industry’s

billion
now

in
and

goal

the

of

2030

in

connection with the Danish Government’s
climate partnerships.

Figure 2: Multiple ESG Criteria

Refinitiv, MSCI, Bloomberg, OECD

Social or Moral Considerations
77%

green
OECD Working Papers on Pension
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Figure 3: ESG Framework
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Appendix C: Demographic Assumptions
Employment Rates
Employment Rate - Construction Industries

Employment Rate - Fishing Industry

Since 2014, Netherlands Construction Employment

In 2018, employment in the seafood sector accounted

jumped by 0.8% year on year. With 412,550 persons

for

employed in 2019, the country was number 16 among

approximately 2,300 jobs.

5368

jobs,

of

which

capture

fisheries

is

other countries in Construction Employment.

Date

Thousand Units (Persons)

2020

406.95

2019

412.55

2018

402.75

2017

408.68

2016

397.57

2015

402.60

Source: OECD, 2020

Source: OECD Datasets 'Employment' and 'Fishing
Fleet', 2018

Salary Information
Salary Growth

Annual percentage change of wages in the
private sector in the Netherlands from 2015
to 2019, with a forecast for 2020 and 2021

Source: Statista, 2021

Gender Mix

12.5%

87.5%

Source: OECD Datasets 'Employment' and 'Construction'
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Table: Summary of Assumptions
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Appendix D: Portfolio Optimisation
install.packages("tidyquant")
install.packages("plotly")
install.packages("timetk")
install.packages("wakefield")
install.packages("dplyr")
install.packages("MortalityTables")
install.packages("readxl")
install.packages("writexl")
install.packages("tidyr")
install.packages("forcats")
library("tidyquant")
library("plotly")
library("timetk")
library("wakefield")
library("dplyr")
library("MortalityTables")
library("readxl")
library("writexl")
library("tidyr")
library("forcats")
#Import
log_ret_xts <- read_excel("Downloads/returns.xlsx")
# Portfolio Optimisation -------------------------------------------------log_ret_xts <- as.data.frame(log_ret_xts)
log_ret_xts_means <- log_ret_xts %>% select(-Date)
mean_ret <- colMeans(na.omit(log_ret_xts_means))
#sd_ret <- ColSds(na.omit(log_ret_xts_means))
sd_ret <- apply(na.omit(log_ret_xts_means),2,sd)
print(round(mean_ret, 5))
log_ret_xts_cov <- log_ret_xts %>% select(-Date)
cov_mat <- cov(na.omit(log_ret_xts_cov))*12
#View(cov_mat)
#print(round(cov_mat, 4))
cor_mat <- cor(na.omit(log_ret_xts_cov))
#View(cor_mat)
#print(round(cor_mat, 4))
tick <- colnames(log_ret_xts_cov)
wts <- runif(n = length(tick))
wts <- wts/sum(wts)
print(wts)
sum(wts)
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wts <- 1/length(tick)
wts <- c(wts,wts,wts,wts,wts,wts,wts,wts,wts,wts)
port_returns <- (sum(wts * mean_ret))*12
port_risk <- sqrt(t(wts) %*% (cov_mat %*% wts))
sharpe_ratio <- port_returns/port_risk
print(port_returns)
print(port_risk)
print(sharpe_ratio)
num_port <- 10000
# Creating a matrix to store the weights
all_wts <- matrix(nrow = num_port,
ncol = length(tick))
# Creating an empty vector to store
# Portfolio returns
port_returns <- vector('numeric', length = num_port)
# Creating an empty vector to store
# Portfolio Standard deviation
port_risk <- vector('numeric', length = num_port)
# Creating an empty vector to store
# Portfolio Sharpe Ratio
sharpe_ratio <- vector('numeric', length = num_port)
for (i in seq_along(port_returns)) {
wts <- runif(length(tick))
wts <- wts/sum(wts)
# Storing weight in the matrix
all_wts[i,] <- wts
# Portfolio returns
#port_ret <- (sum(wts * mean_ret))
#port_ret <- ((port_ret + 1)^12) - 1
port_ret <- (sum(wts * mean_ret))*12
# Storing Portfolio Returns values
port_returns[i] <- port_ret
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Appendix D: Portfolio Optimisation
# Storing Portfolio Returns values
port_returns[i] <- port_ret

# Creating and storing portfolio risk
port_sd <- sqrt(t(wts) %*% (cov_mat%*% wts))
port_risk[i] <- port_sd
# Creating and storing Portfolio Sharpe Ratios
# Assuming 0% Risk free rate
sr <- port_ret/port_sd
sharpe_ratio[i] <- sr
}
# Storing the values in the table
portfolio_values <- tibble(Return = port_returns,
Risk = port_risk,
SharpeRatio = sharpe_ratio)
# Converting matrix to a tibble and changing column names
all_wts <- tk_tbl(all_wts)
colnames(all_wts) <- tick
# Combing all the values together
portfolio_values <- tk_tbl(cbind(all_wts, portfolio_values))
head(portfolio_values)
min_var <- portfolio_values[which.min(portfolio_values$Risk),]
max_sr <- portfolio_values[which.max(portfolio_values$SharpeRatio),]
min_var_table <- min_var %>% gather(PE:Eq, key = Asset, value = Weights) %>%
mutate(Asset = as.factor(Asset)) %>%
select(Asset, Weights) %>% mutate(Weights = Weights*100)
min_var_table <- as.data.frame(min_var_table)
max_sr_table <- max_sr %>% gather(PE:Eq, key = Asset, value = Weights) %>%
mutate(Asset = as.factor(Asset)) %>%
select(Asset, Weights) %>% mutate(Weights = Weights*100)
max_sr_table <- as.data.frame(max_sr_table)
min_wts <- min_var_table$Weights
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Appendix E: Simulation of Pension Fund
library("wakefield")
library("dplyr")
library("MortalityTables")
library("readxl")
library("writexl")
# Preparation ------------------------------------------------------------#Import Life Expectancy & Mortality Rate Tables for Netherlands
netherlands_lifeexpectancies <- read_excel("Downloads/netherlands_mortality.xlsx")
#Prepare Death Rates
dutch_deathrates <- netherlands_lifeexpectancies[netherlands_lifeexpectancies$X__1
== "nMx - age-specific death rate between ages x and x+n",]
dutch_deathrates2019m <- select(dutch_deathrates, "X__2", "2019__1")
dutch_deathrates2019f <- select(dutch_deathrates, "X__2", "2019__2")
names(dutch_deathrates2019m) <- c("age_group","death_rate")
names(dutch_deathrates2019f) <- c("age_group","death_rate")
dutch_deathrates2019m <- dutch_deathrates2019m[-c(1,2,3,4),]
dutch_deathrates2019f <- dutch_deathrates2019f[-c(1,2,3,4),]
#Employee Demographics
n_emp_t0 <- 300000
sal_mean <- (48517+33302)/2
sal_sd <- 1500
newcomers_sal_mean <- (35302+31302)/2
newcomers_sal_sd <- 300
age_retire <- 59
age_pension <- 61
salary_rate <- 2.1
years_serviced_max <- 61-18
years_serviced_min <- 57-25
years_serviced_mean <- (years_serviced_max + years_serviced_min)/2
years_serviced_sd <- 2
#Member Growth Rate
member_growthrate_max <- 3
member_growthrate_min <- 1
member_growthrate_t0 <- mean(sample(member_growthrate_min:member_growthrate_max,
size=100, replace=TRUE))
member_growthrate_t1 <- mean(sample(member_growthrate_min:member_growthrate_max,
size=100, replace=TRUE))
member_growthrate_t2 <- mean(sample(member_growthrate_min:member_growthrate_max,
size=100, replace=TRUE))
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Appendix E: Simulation of Pension Fund
#Pension Fund Specifics
db_rate <- 1.25
contribution_rate <- 30
portfolio_avg <- 6.3542487
portfolio_sd <- 9.2188662
rr_target <- 70
reserve_rate <- 15
FUM_t0 <- 30
reserve_threshold <- FUM*(1 + reserve_rate/100)
#//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#Simulate Dataset
#//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
emp_id <- 1:n_emp_t0
sal_t0 <- sort(rnorm(n_emp_t0,sal_mean,sal_sd))
min(sal_t0)
mean(sal_t0)
max(sal_t0)
age_t0 <- sort(age(n_emp_t0, x = 21:89, prob = NULL, name = "Age"))
sex <- sex(
n_emp_t0,
x = c("Male", "Female"),
prob = c(0.88, 0.12),
name = "Sex"
)
df <- data.frame(emp_id,sex,age_t0,sal_t0)
count(df)
#Year 0 Run
#Birth members
new_members_t0 <- floor(n_emp_t0*(member_growthrate_t0/100))
emp_id <- (n_emp_t0+1):(n_emp_t0+new_members_t0)
sal_t0 <- sort(rnorm(new_members_t0,newcomers_sal_mean,newcomers_sal_sd))
age_t0 <- sort(age(new_members_t0, x = 21:35, prob = NULL, name = "Age"))
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sex <- sex(
new_members_t0,
x = c("Male", "Female"),
prob = c(0.88, 0.12),
name = "Sex"
)
df_addon_t0 <- data.frame(emp_id,sex,age_t0,sal_t0)
count(df_addon_t0)
df <- union(df, df_addon_t0)
count(df)
#Assign age group
df_0 <- df %>% mutate(age_group = ifelse(age_t0 <= 19, "15-19

years",

ifelse(age_t0 <= 24, "20-24 years",
ifelse(age_t0 <= 29, "25-29 years",
ifelse(age_t0 <= 34, "30-34 years",
ifelse(age_t0 <= 39, "35-39
years",
ifelse(age_t0 <= 44,
"40-44 years",
ifelse(age_t0
<= 49, "45-49 years",
ifelse(age_t0 <= 54, "50-54 years",
ifelse(age_t0 <= 59, "55-59 years",
ifelse(age_t0 <= 64, "60-64 years",
ifelse(age_t0 <= 69, "65-69 years",
ifelse(age_t0 <= 74, "70-74 years",
ifelse(age_t0 <= 79, "75-79 years",
ifelse(age_t0 <= 84, "80-84 years",
"85+ years")))))))))))))))
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#Join in death rates
dfm <- df_0[df_0$sex == "Male",]
count(dfm)
dff <- df_0[df_0$sex == "Female",]
count(dff)
count(dff)+count(dfm)
#Assign death rate
dfm1 <- dfm %>% mutate(status = ifelse(age_t0 <= 19,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="1519

years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 24,

rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="2024 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 29,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="2529 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 34,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="3034 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 39,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="3539 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0
<= 44,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="4044 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 49,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="4549 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 54,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="5054 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 59,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="5559 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 64,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="6064 years"])),
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ifelse(age_t0 <= 69,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="6569 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 74,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="7074 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 79,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="7579 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 84,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="8084 years"])),
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019m$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019m=="85
+ years"])))))))))))))))))
dff1 <- dff %>% mutate(status = ifelse(age_t0 <= 19,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="1519 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 24,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="2024 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 29,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="2529 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 34,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="3034 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 39,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="3539 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 44,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="4044 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 49,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="4549 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 54,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="5054 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 59,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="5559 years"])),
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ifelse(age_t0 <= 64,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="6064 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 69,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="6569 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 74,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="7074 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 79,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="7579 years"])),
ifelse(age_t0 <= 84,
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="8084 years"])),
rbinom(1,1,as.numeric(dutch_deathrates2019f$death_rate[dutch_deathrates2019f=="85
+ years"])))))))))))))))))
df_0 <- union(dfm1, dff1)
which(df_0$status == 1)
unique(df_0$status)
count(df_0)
#Kill members
df_t0 <- df_0[!grepl("1", df_0$status),]
df_t0 <- select(df_t0,
-status,
-age_group)
count(df_t0)
#Calculate liability for pensioners
df_t0_retired <- df_t0[df_t0$age_t0 >= age_pension,]
df_t0_retired <- df_t0_retired %>% rowwise() %>% mutate(years_serviced =
floor(rnorm(n = 1, mean = years_serviced_mean, sd = years_serviced_sd)))
df_t0_retired <- df_t0_retired %>% mutate(pension_t0 =
(db_rate/100)*years_serviced*sal_t0) %>% mutate(rr_t0 = pension_t0/sal_t0)
bouwen_pension_t0 <- sum(df_t0_retired$pension_t0)
bouwen_rr_t0 <- mean(df_t0_retired$rr_t0)
df_t0_retired <- df_t0_retired

%>% mutate(sal_t1 = sal_t0) %>% mutate(age_t1 =

age_t0 + 1)
df_t0_retired <- as.data.frame(df_t0_retired)
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bouwen_pension_t0
bouwen_rr_t0*100
#Increase Salary for workers
df_t0_workers <- df_t0[df_t0$age_t0 < age_pension,]
df_t0_workers <- df_t0_workers

%>% mutate(years_serviced = NA) %>%

mutate(pension_t0 = NA) %>% mutate(rr_t0 = NA)
df_t0_workers <- df_t0_workers

%>% mutate(sal_t1 = sal_t0*(1+salary_rate/100))

%>% mutate(age_t1 = age_t0 + 1)
colnames(df_t0_retired)
count(df_t0_retired)
colnames(df_t0_workers)
count(df_t0_workers)
df_eoft0 <- union(df_t0_retired,df_t0_workers)
df_1 <- df_eoft0
colnames(df_1)
#SUMMARY
#Risk Sharing Levers
sum_years <- 2021:2023
members <- c(as.numeric(count(df_eoft0)),
as.numeric(count(df_eoft1)),
as.numeric(count(df_eoft2)))
sums <- c(bouwen_pension_t0, bouwen_pension_t1, bouwen_pension_t2)/1000000000
rr <- paste0(c(bouwen_rr_t0,bouwen_rr_t1,bouwen_rr_t2)*100,"%")
retirees <- c(as.numeric(count(df_t0_retired)),
as.numeric(count(df_t1_retired)),
as.numeric(count(df_t2_retired)))
contributions <- c(sum(df_t0_workers$sal_t0)*(contribution_rate/100),
sum(df_t1_workers$sal_t1)*(contribution_rate/100),
sum(df_t2_workers$sal_t2)*(contribution_rate/100))/1000000000
mean(df_t0_retired$sal_t0)
thres_t0 <- sum(df_t0_retired$sal_t0)*(rr_target/100)
thres_t1 <- sum(df_t1_retired$sal_t1)*(rr_target/100)
thres_t2 <- sum(df_t2_retired$sal_t2)*(rr_target/100)
threshold <- c(thres_t0,thres_t1,thres_t2)/1000000000
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returns_t0 <- rnorm(1, portfolio_avg, portfolio_sd)
returns_t1 <- rnorm(1, portfolio_avg, portfolio_sd)
returns_t2 <- rnorm(1, portfolio_avg, portfolio_sd)
returns <- c(returns_t0,returns_t1,returns_t2)
sum_table <- data.frame(sum_years, members, sums, rr, retirees, threshold,
contributions, returns)
names(sum_table) <- c("Year", "Member Count",
"Pension Liabilities (in EUR, bils)",
"Average Replacement Rate",
"Pensioners Count",
"Pension Liabilities with 70% RR (in EUR, bils)",
"Contributions (in EUR, bils)",
"Investment Returns")
sum_table <- sum_table %>% mutate("Average Pension Payout" = `Pension Liabilities
(in EUR, bils)`*1000000000/`Pensioners Count`) %>%
mutate("Returns Required" = (`Pension Liabilities with 70% RR (in EUR, bils)` `Contributions (in EUR, bils)`)*100/FUM)

